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A Letter from the Editor 
I am excited about the opportunity to be the editor of the Tennessee Bar
Association's Immigration Law Section Newsletter. The section plans to publish
a newsletter every two months - alternating between a focus on the non-
immigration lawyers and immigration lawyers. I want to thank this issue's
authors: Elaine Witty, Greg Siskind and myself (a willing volunteer).

If you have an article, an idea for an article, a suggestion, or even a
constructive criticism, please e-mail or call me (615-726-5484).

Thank you,

Bruce Buchanan
bbuchanan@kingballow.com

All Employers Must Comply with Immigration Laws 

By Bruce Buchanan

Even though you may not practice in the area of immigration law, it is
important for attorneys to have a general understanding of the basics of
employers' requirements to follow immigration law.

The starting point of employer compliance with immigration laws is the I-9
form. All employers, no matter how few employees are employed, must have
all employees fill out an I-9 form after they are hired. It cannot be done as
part of the application process; rather, it can only be completed after hiring.

What is an I-9 form? The I-9 form is the basis for an employee to establish,
and an employer to obtain, the employee’s identity and authorization to work
in the United States. The I-9 form is broken down into three sections. The
employee is responsible for filling out Section One, which includes the
employee’s name, address, status (citizen, legal permanent resident or work
authorization), date of birth and Social Security number.

Section Two is to be completed by the employer to demonstrate it has
reviewed employee documents establishing an employee’s identity and work
authorization. The employee determines which document(s) to provide his
employer. For List A documents, citizens may present a passport, while
permanent residents may present their legal permanent resident card, and
others may present an employment authorization document. I advise employers
to make a copy of the presented documents, though it is not required, and
some attorneys advise their clients not to make copies. After recording the
documentation presented, an employer must list certain basic information:
name of company, company representative’s name and signature, company
address, date of hire and date the form was completed. It must be completed
within three days of hire.

Section Three is only used when an employee needs to reverify information
that is expiring, such as an employment authorization document.

After the I-9 is completed, it should be filed with other current employees’ I-9
forms. It should not be filed in any employee’s personnel file. The I-9 must be
retained as long as the employee is employed by the company and then for a
period thereafter. After termination, an employee’s I-9 must be retained for
three years from their hire date, or one year from their termination date,
whichever is later. Thus, the I-9 for an employee who was hired on Jan. 1,
2009 and terminated on Sept. 1, 2009, must be retained until Jan. 1, 2012,
while the I-9 for an employee, who was hired on Jan. 1, 2007 and also
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terminated on Sept. 1, 2009, must be retained until Sept. 1, 2010.

Employers are subject to I-9 audits by the Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) of the Department of Homeland Security. In an ICE audit of
an employer’s I-9s, ICE reviews these documents to determine whether the
required data was properly documented. Employers are subject to escalating
fines for technical violations, substantive violations, and “knowingly” hiring
illegal aliens. Moreover, an employer can be subject to criminal sanctions for
“knowingly” hiring illegal aliens.

ICE has begun a crackdown on employers through I-9 audits. Although only
about 500 such audits were conducted in 2008, more than 650 I-9 audit letters
were issued to employers on just one day in July 2009. Thereafter, ICE has
issued additional I-9 audit letters. One of my clients in Middle Tennessee
recently was the subject of an ICE audit of its I-9 forms. These audits can last
a month or longer, depending on the size of the workforce. During this time
period, ICE retains control of the original I-9 forms.

Since 1996, another program, E-Verify, which is essentially an extension of the
I-9, has been available on a voluntary basis. E-Verify is an Internet-based
employment verification system that matches information from employees' I-9
forms with databases of the Social Security Administration, the Department of
Homeland Security, and the Department of State.

There is a separate E-Verify program for federal contractors/subcontractors (E-
Verify - federal contractors) which was set to be implemented on Sept. 8,
2009. E-Verify for federal contractors/subcontractors applies to all federal
contracts over $100,000, and related subcontracts of over $3,000, entered into
on or after Sept. 8, 2009. These federal contracts will include a clause
committing the contractors and subcontractors to use E-Verify. The contractor
is required to flow down the E-Verify requirements to each applicable
subcontract.

E-Verify - federal contractors is significantly more comprehensive than "basic"
E-Verify. Not only do federal contractors/subcontractors have to verify all
newly hired employees regardless of whether they are assigned to the federal
contract, but also all existing employees assigned to the federal contract.
Additionally, federal contractors/subcontractors may elect to verify all existing
employees regardless of whether they are working on a federal contract. The
"basic" E-Verify is only for verification of newly hired employees and strictly
prohibits the use of E-Verify to verify existing employees.

Since immigration law is such a specialized area, general practitioner may be
well-advised to refer immigration compliance issues to an attorney who
practices in that area. The Tennessee Bar Association’s Immigration Law
Section is a great place to find Tennessee attorneys who practice immigration
law.

Bruce E. Buchanan is the partner-in-charge of the Immigration Section of King & Ballow
as well as a partner in the Labor and Employment Section. He served as senior trial
specialist for the National Labor Relations Board for 20 years. He has also served for 12
years as an adjunct professor at William H. Bowen UALR School of Law in Little Rock,
Arkansas. Buchanan represents employers in many areas of immigration, labor and
employment law and individuals in immigration law. He can be reached at
bbuchanan@kingballow.com.

An Overview of Immigration Law 

By Elaine H. Witty, Esq.

Historically, the United States is home to millions of immigrants. In practice,
the immigration system is a complex tapestry of laws dating back to the
Founding Fathers that reflect the ever-changing mood of the American people
and its politicians. Inherent in our immigration laws are the anti- and pro-
immigrant movements of our nation.

Within the immigration system, there are two broad categories of immigrants:
non-immigrant visa holders and immigrant visa holders. A non-immigrant visa is
issued to a foreign national who has no intention of residing permanently in the
United States but rather intends to visit, study or work in the United States for
a specified period of time as permitted by the Attorney General, and in some
cases, the Secretary of Homeland Security, and will then depart the United
States on or before the expiration of his/her authorized period of stay.
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Immigrant visas are issued to foreign nationals who intend to immigrate to the
United States permanently. Immigrating to the U.S. can be achieved through
employment-based sponsorship, family-based sponsorship, or at the invitation
of the U.S. government to those fleeing persecution, such as refugees or
asylees. The United States also invites immigrants from across the world to
participate in the Diversity Visa lottery. The Diversity Visa lottery enables the
U.S. to maintain its heritage of the “melting pot” by inviting foreign nationals
to join its communities.

A third category within immigration law is the oft-maligned illegal immigrant.
Illegal immigrants present in the U.S. fall into two categories: (1) those who
entered the United States legally on a non-immigrant visa and did not maintain
their non-immigrant status for whatever reason (commonly referred to as an
“overstay”); or (2) those who entered the U.S. "Without Inspection" (EWI),
meaning they “snuck across the border.”

Immigration law is an interdisciplinary area of law affects the fields of
corporate, family, employment, labor, criminal, elder and children’s law.
Immigration status can be affected by changes in employment, marital status,
death of a parent or spouse, or the arrest of a family member. It is important
to ask clients about their immigration status so you can best assist them. The
Immigration Committee of the Tennessee Bar Association is committed to
assisting you as you encounter all types of immigrants in your practice. Please
feel free to contact our section members. We are proud to serve you and the
immigrant communities through Tennessee.

Elaine H. Witty serves as senior counsel at the immigration law firm of Siskind Susser
PC. Her practice areas include employment-based immigration for Fortune 100
companies, litigation and deportation defense, family-based immigration with a
specialty in waivers of inadmissibility, naturalization and derivative citizenship, and
religious worker cases. She can be reached via e-mail at ewitty@visalaw.com.

Immigration Issues Related to Layoffs and Corporate
Downsizing

By Greg Siskind

The recession has caused unemployment in the U.S. to rise to almost 10
percent as companies layoff their workers to remain competitive. Some of
those workers are immigrants and the challenges facing these workers are
potentially more serious than for their American counterparts.

Employers engaged in layoffs also are faced with considerable challenges
including managing the legal aspects involved in the downsizing process while
trying to do their best to help their employees transition to new employment.
Generally, most employers are well aware of their obligations under the labor
and employment laws applicable to layoff situations. Likewise, most employers
understand the need to provide their employees information on the layoff
process, including information on benefits continuation, how to apply for
unemployment compensation, and, in some cases, even provide career
transition counseling and job search services for their employees. However, in
the case of employers that employ alien workers, the individuals responsible
for managing the downsizing process often overlook the significant immigration-
related consequences impacting both the employer and its alien employees
when layoffs take place.

This article is intended to provide guidance to employers and their alien
workers in dealing with layoff situations. While there is no way to “sugarcoat”
being laid off or having to terminate employees, properly attending to
immigration matters during the downsizing process can at least prevent making
a bad situation even worse.

It is important to stress when an alien employee learns he or she is to be laid
off, an immigration lawyer should be contacted immediately to discuss taking
the necessary steps to ensure the worker remains in status and decisions are
not made that will have unnecessarily harmful effects. Employers terminating
workers should also consider retaining immigration counsel to advise employees
as one of the services provided to workers being terminated.

1. What are the immigration related consequences of layoffs on alien
employees in non-immigrant status?
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A company’s alien workforce consists of two types: nonimmigrant workers and
immigrant workers. Nonimmigrant workers usually fall under the H-1B, L, E and
TN temporary visa categories. The most common nonimmigrant employment
visa, H-1B, is used for an “alien who is coming to perform services in a
specialty occupation” in the United States. L visas are used for intra-company
transferees that enter the U.S. to render services “in a capacity that is
managerial, executive, or involves specialized knowledge,” while E visas are
used for “treaty traders and investors,” as well as Australian specialty
occupation workers. Finally, the TN category includes “Canadian and Mexican
citizens seeking temporary entry to engage in business activities at a
professional level” as listed in the NAFTA. Immigrant workers are those who
have obtained or are in the process of obtaining lawful permanent residency.

Nonimmigrant work visas are generally issued for the specific purpose of
employment with a particular employer. Thus, a nonimmigrant residing in the
U.S. under one of the temporary work visa categories is legally authorized to
remain in the U.S. only as long as they are employed with the particular
employer noted in their visa application. If the employee is laid off, they
immediately lose their visa status. As a result, employers that layoff
nonimmigrant employees with little or no notice put these individuals in the
difficult situation of having to quickly find an alternative visa status in order to
remain legally in the U.S. If the nonimmigrant employee cannot secure an
alternative status, he or she must choose between remaining in this country
illegally or leaving everything behind and returning to their home country to
possibly seek a new visa status from abroad.

If the nonimmigrant is married, or has children, his or her dependants must
also leave the country as their legal status is derived from the visa status of
the nonimmigrant worker. This can be particularly hard when, for example,
children must be pulled out of school in the middle of the school year or
someone in the family is receiving regular treatment for a medical condition.
And returning to legal status once an employee becomes illegally present can
be extremely difficult.

Securing an alternative visa status without notice, or with only a little notice,
is not easy, but the employee needs to act very quickly once he or she learns
of the termination. Even if the nonimmigrant is fortunate enough to secure an
alternate employment offer, he or she will not be permitted to begin work for
the new employer under most nonimmigrant work visa categories until a new
visa petition is actually approved, something that could take up to several
months. An exception is available to those working under the H-1B visa
category. Those workers may normally start work for a new employer
immediately upon filing a new visa petition.

A more likely scenario is for the employee to file to change to visitor status.
This strategy will allow the worker to remain legally in the U.S., though not
authorized to work. As long as the application is filed while the worker remains
employed, the worker will remain in status for up to 120 days while the visitor
change of status application is pending. The worker will also have to file a new
non-immigrant application once a new position is found.

For those previously holding an H-1B filing for a new H-1B, H-1B “portability”
remains available in most cases and work for the new employer can begin
immediately upon filing the new H-1B change of status petition. One additional
good piece of news for H-1B visa holders is if a worker was counted against the
H-1B cap for the prior position, the worker does not need to be counted again
and the new employer does not need to go through the H-1B lottery.

L-1, E-1 and E-2 applicants very often need to find a new visa category to
remain in the U.S. Because L-1s are intra-company transfers and must be
working for an employer that employed them for a year outside the U.S. within
the prior three years, the odds are pretty low that they will qualify to work for
a different employer in the same status. So changing to another non-immigrant
category will likely be necessary. E-1 and E-2 status is tied to working for an
employer with the same nationality as the employee. In order to remain in the
E-1 or E-2 status, the worker must find another employer from his or her
country and be employed in a managerial, executive or essential skills position.
Like the L-1 employee, a laid off E-1 or E-2 worker will probably need to
switch to another non-immigrant visa category. TN and E-3 workers are in
better shape because if they can find a job in the same occupation and, in the
case of an E-3, are paid the prevailing wage, their status can continue with a
new employer.

In situations where the nonimmigrant remains in the U.S. in a visa category
that prohibits employment or while an employment-based visa is pending, the



individual is generally not eligible to collect any type of unemployment
compensation because most state unemployment statutes usually require an
individual must be available to work and authorized to accept work to be
eligible for unemployment compensation.

2. What should a non-immigrant employee do if they fall out of legal status?

If the nonimmigrant employee is unable to secure visa status after being laid
off, any time spent out of status has the potential to create significant future
problems that the nonimmigrant often does not realize. Even minor periods of
time spent out of legal status can render the nonimmigrant ineligible for
certain immigration benefits. For example, in the final stage of the green card
process, an individual usually has the choice of completing the process from
within the U.S. (referred to as adjustment of status) or at the U.S. Consulate
located in their home country. However, individuals who have spent any period
of time out of status are potentially not eligible to adjust status and must
endure the disruption of having to return home to complete their green card
process. Furthermore, the USCIS has recently begun cracking down on workers
who engage in any unlawful employment even after an adjustment application
has been filed. An adjustment applicant must therefore be very careful to
make sure he or she has a valid employment authorization card just in case he
or she loses their non-immigrant work status.

Individuals who spend longer periods of time out of status face considerably
more serious consequences. Individuals who are unlawfully present in the U.S.
for a period of six months to one year are barred from reentering the U.S. for
three years. Individuals unlawfully present in the U.S. for over one year are
barred for 10 years.

Persons in this situation may be able to convince the officer to exercise
discretion and approve a late-filed change of status petition based on
extraordinary circumstances beyond the control of the alien. But a prudent
person should assume the decision will be “no” and should be cognizant of the
fact that the longer a person remains out of status, the harder it will be
convince a consular officer to approve a visa.

3. Is there a grace period allowing time for a worker to find a new position
without being considered out of status?

No. Workers terminated from their positions are considered out of status
immediately upon their termination unless they have a change of status
petition filed before they are terminated. During the 2001 recession, Efren
Hernandez III, the then director of the Business and Trade Services Branch,
announced the agency did not provide or recognize any “grace period” for
maintaining H-1B status. There is a 10-day grace period following the
expiration of the admission period noted on the Form I-94, but this would not
apply to prematurely terminated workers.

4. What are the immigration-related consequences of layoffs on alien
employees with pending green card applications?

For employees with pending green card applications, a layoff can present
different problems. Often, after having an opportunity to evaluate an alien
employee’s skills and future potential, an employer will agree to sponsor the
alien for lawful permanent residency status, commonly referred to as “green
card” status. A lawful permanent residency (“LPR”) application generally
consists of three steps. First, through a process called labor certification or
PERM, the employer must prove to the satisfaction of the Department of Labor
that it has not been able to find a domestic employee to fill the alien’s
position. Second, after the labor certification is complete, the employer files
an immigrant petition with the USCIS. Finally, after the immigrant petition is
approved, the employee files a petition for the adjustment of his or her
immigration status to that of a lawful permanent resident. The entire LPR
process may take two to three years.

The LPR process is predicated on the idea of granting an alien permanent work
authorization to work for a particular employer in a particular position. Thus,
alien employees who are laid off during the first two steps of the LPR process
cannot continue with their application, and must restart the entire process with
another employer if they remain interested in securing LPR status. Alien
employees laid off during the third step of the process may or may not be able
to continue the LPR process depending on their situation.

Historically, alien employees could not switch employers before their status
was adjusted without risking invalidation of their underlying immigrant petition.



However, under a 2000 law, an alien employee, whose adjustment of status
application has been pending for over six months, can switch employers
without invalidating his or her immigrant petition as long as they will be
working in a position similar to the position noted in their labor certification
and immigrant petition. Obviously, during a recession, finding work in one’s
occupation may not be easy and if a worker accepts employment in field not
closely related to the field that served as the basis for the green card
application, adjustment portability may not be available. Note also that the
worker must be working in the new position at the time the adjustment
petition is adjudicated.

5. What are the immigration-related consequences of layoffs on alien
employees who are already permanent residents?

For alien workers who have already secured LPR status, the impact of being
laid off is not much different from that of a U.S. worker. The alien green card
holder would continue to be in lawful permanent residency status while he or
she looks for new employment. Many immigrants who have recently obtained
their green card status may be rightfully concerned about leaving their
positions too quickly after getting permanent residency. The USCIS will
sometimes accuse an individual of not having appropriate intentions when they
obtained permanent residency. However, an involuntary termination of
employment will not trigger that type of problem since the applicant
presumably did not intend to leave the employer. Also, depending on the
applicable state law, the alien LPR might be eligible for unemployment
compensation because he or she is lawfully present in the U.S. and is available
and authorized to accept employment.

6. What are the immigration-related consequences of layoffs on employers
employing foreign nationals?

When downsizing includes laying off a company’s alien workers, the employer
must be cognizant of its affirmative duties under immigration law with respect
to those workers. For most employment-related visa types, the employer has
an affirmative responsibility to notify the USCIS when an alien’s employment
has been terminated so that the USCIS can revoke the individual’s visa. With
respect to H-1B employees, the employer also must provide the H-1B worker
return transportation to their home country at the employer’s expense.

In the H-1B context, these affirmative responsibilities are particularly
important because employers that do not comply with these obligations run the
risk of being subject to continuing wage obligations for the H-1B employee.
Under the anti-benching provisions of the H-1B regulations, an employer must
continue to pay an H-1B employee their normal wages during any time spent in
nonproductive status “due to the decision of the employer.” In a layoff
situation, the employer’s payment obligation ends only if there has been a
“bona fide” termination of the employment relationship, which the DOL will
deem to have occurred when the employer notifies the USCIS of the
termination, the H-1B petition is canceled, and the return fare obligation is
fulfilled.

In addition to complying with its affirmative immigration obligations when
laying off alien workers, an employer must also be aware of other possible
consequences of its downsizing strategy, particularly with respect to the H-1B
visa program. One possible issue that could arise in a layoff scenario concerns
severance benefits provided by the employer. Under H-1B regulations, all
employers employing H-1B workers are required to provide these workers with
fringe benefits equivalent to those of its U.S. workers. While the DOL has not
said whether severance benefits would fall under the definition of “fringe
benefits,” the DOL could possibly interpret the failure to provide similar
severance benefits to both U.S. and H-1B workers as a violation of the H-1B
regulations.

Another possible issue that may arise with downsizing relates to how the
resulting change in the employer’s workforce impacts its calculation of “H-1B
dependency,” a concept outlined in the final H-1B regulations issued by the
DOL in December 2000. Under these regulations, an employer with 25 or fewer
employees is considered "H-1B dependent" if it has more than seven H-1B
employees. Employers with between 26 and 50 employees are considered “H-
1B dependent” if they have more than 12 H-1B employees. An employer with
more than 50 employees is “H-1B dependent” if more than 15 percent of its
employees are H-1B visa holders.

When an employer lays off a significant number of workers, regardless of
whether they are U.S. or H-1B workers, it is important that the employer



recalculate if it is an H-1B dependent employer. Non-dependent employers
that become dependent will become subject to a myriad of additional legal
requirements applicable to H-1B dependent employers such as additional
recruiting requirements. Likewise, an H-1B dependent employer could become
non-dependent following a downsizing, thus relieving itself from many
burdensome obligations.

If you are an H-1B dependent employer, downsizing can present even more
issues to consider. Under a new immigration law, H-1B dependent employers
filing a visa petition must attest under oath that they have not displaced a
U.S. worker for a period of 90 days before and 90 days after the petition is
submitted. A “displacement” occurs when an employer lays off a U.S. worker
from a job essentially equivalent to that offered the H-1B worker. A U.S.
worker that accepted an offer of voluntary retirement is not considered to
have been “laid off.” Also, a layoff does not result when the employer offers
the U.S. worker a similar employment position at equivalent or higher terms in
lieu of termination. To comply with these anti-displacement provisions, H-1B
dependant employers are required to keep detailed records relating to all
layoffs impacting U.S. workers.

H-1B dependent employers that place their H-1B employees with secondary
employers where there are “indicia of employment” between the secondary
employer and the H-1B worker can also sustain displacement liability when the
secondary employer lays off U.S. workers. Under the new H-1B regulations,
U.S. workers at secondary employers are also protected from displacement by
H-1B workers. Thus, if an H-1B dependent employer is placing an H-1B
employee with a secondary employer, the H-1B dependent employer must use
due diligence to make sure the secondary employer has not displaced any U.S.
workers in a position equivalent to that offered the H-1B worker for a period
of 90 days before and after filing the H-1B petition. Secondary employers who
layoff workers are not subject to any liability, so the H-1B dependent employer
is obliged to make inquiries as to the secondary employer’s layoffs and cannot
ignore constructive knowledge that the layoffs have occurred.

Employers that violate either the primary or secondary employer displacement
prohibitions can be subject to both monetary penalties and/or be barred from
using the H-1B program. This being the case, H-1B dependent employers who
have laid off U.S. workers or place employees with secondary employers who
have laid off U.S. workers must be extremely careful when hiring new H-1B
employees.

Employers that layoff workers could also jeopardize permanent residency
applications pending for the company’s workers. With USCIS and DOL examiners
now regularly searching the Internet for information on petitioners and
beneficiaries, practitioners are already reporting more and more denials of
PERM and immigrant visa petitions based on examiners’ finding media reports
of downsizing at the employer. Employers will need to be prepared to
document that the sponsored worker is not employed in an occupation where
U.S. workers have found themselves terminated.

Furthermore, PERM regulations mandate if there is a layoff in the area of
intended employment within six months of filing an application, the employer
must notify and consider all potentially qualified laid off workers in the
occupation or a related occupation.

7. What are some proactive strategies for preventing negative immigration
consequences for employers and employees during downsizing?

With careful planning, employers can protect themselves and their employees
from most of the immigration problems associated with corporate downsizing
discussed above. Here are some general guidelines to keep in mind when
developing your company’s layoff strategy:

1. Try to provide alien employees who will be laid off as much
advance notice as possible. With advance notice, alien
employees are in a better position to take steps to secure an
alternate visa status, allowing them to remain legally in the U.S.
without having to spend time out of status, or being required to
leave the country.

Also, employers should try to fully understand each individual’s
immigration situation. Often, employers may learn through this
exercise that by keeping an alien employee employed for a few
more weeks or months, the alien employee can secure
immigration benefits that would take several years to reprocess



if the employee had to start over. If you feel you do not fully
understand the immigration issues facing your alien employees,
you should work with an immigration attorney to help develop a
comprehensive transition plan.

Some employers will provide laid-off workers with access to an
immigration lawyer to assist the worker in maintaining status.
The cost associated with this may be offset for some workers by
not having to reimburse the workers for transportation costs to
their home country since proper counseling may result in the
worker not having to leave the country at all.

2. Laid-off workers should be very careful not to allow
themselves to fall out of status even for a day. If a new work
status application cannot be filed before being terminated, the
worker should consider filing an application to change to visitor
status. Interviewing for a new job is an acceptable visitor visa
activity.

3. Make sure you are aware of all of the affirmative immigration-
related obligations that apply to you based on the types of alien
employees you are laying off. Different visa categories have
different requirements when terminating employment and a
failure to comply with these requirements could result in
considerable financial liability on the part of the employer.

4. As layoffs occur, make sure you constantly reassess whether
the resulting change in the makeup of your workforce impacts
the “H-1B dependency” determination. A change in your
company’s classification could result in a substantial increase or
decrease in legal compliance obligations.

5. If you are an H-1B dependent employer, carefully consider
how layoffs at your company, or at companies where you place
your employees, impact the prohibition against displacing U.S.
workers.

8. What if the USCIS learns of an employer going out of business while an
H-1B petition is pending or after the petition has already been approved?

The USCIS Vermont Service Center commented on this question in meetings in
2008 with the American Immigration Lawyers Association. According to the VSC,
if they learn through the media that a company is going out of business while
an H-1B change of status application is pending, they will not automatically
send out a denial. Instead, they may send a Notice of Intent to Deny (NOID)
but allow the petitioner to overcome the denial if, for example, the petitioner
can show another entity is going to be a qualifying successor in interest and
take over operations including the employment of the H-1B worker.

With respect to already approved H-1Bs, the VSC noted a petition is
automatically revoked when an employment relationship ends. But like the H-
1B pending situation noted above, if there is a successor in interest situation,
the NOID may be overcome.

Greg Siskind is a partner at Siskind Susser, PC – Immigration Lawyers. He can be
reached at gsiskind@visalaw.com or via his firm’s web site .

NOTICE: The information available in this newsletter includes basic legal
information and is not a substitute for legal advice or professional alternative
dispute resolution advice. The information is provided for general information
only. It should not be considered legal advice or other professional advice. You
should consult an attorney if you have questions concerning any specific
situation.
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